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ABSTRACT

Environmental concerns have driven an interest in
sustainable smart cities, through the monitoring and
optimisation of networked infrastructure processes. At the
same time, there are concerns about who these interventions
and services are for, and who benefits. HCI researchers and
designers interested in civic life have started to call for the
democratisation of urban space through resistance and
political action to challenge state and corporate claims. This
paper aims to add to the growing body of critical and civicled smart city literature in HCI by leveraging concepts from
the environmental humanities about “more-than-human”
worlds, as a way to shift understandings within HCI of
smart cities away from the exceptional and human-centered,
towards a more inclusive understanding that incorporates
and designs for other “others” and other species. We
illustrate through a case study that involved co-designing
Internet of Things with urban agricultural communities,
possibilities for creating more environmentally and socially
just smart cities.
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INTRODUCTION

As cities become fertile grounds for embedded IoT
technologies and services, HCI has become increasingly
interested in the projects, visions and narratives of their
integration in what has become known as the smart city. In
particular, environmental concerns have driven an interest
in sustainable smart cities, through the optimisation of
urban processes and resources, services and infrastructures,
making them more efficient and therefore more sustainable
[28]. The building of eco-cities is now at the “forefront of
national and global agendas” [51]. Typical examples
involve the use of networked sensing and tracking
technologies for low-carbon infrastructure (e.g. smart
energy metering, to reduce waste and emissions [44], water
recycling and automated collection systems [51] and
increasing efficiency in food supply chains [29].
HCI researchers and designers interested in civic life have
started to question “Whose right to the smart city?”
recalling French philosopher Henri Lefebvre’s call for the
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democratisation of urban space through resistance and
political action, amid growing concerns about who these
interventions and networked infrastructures are for and who
benefits [5]. Critics have voiced concerns over: who owns,
controls, and has access to proprietary smart city
infrastructure [2,26,28]; privacy, surveillance and
censorship [2,19]; inequalities in terms of representation,
participation, and access [2,64]; and the encroachment of
algorithmic culture into government, civics and public life
[19,28]. “More and more commentators these days critique
the established hegemony of the engineering and
technology-centric epistemology embedded in any one
proprietary smart city vision.” [26].
Another critique of these visions is the way in which they
are tackling the problem of urban sustainability, by
increasing productivity whilst achieving efficiency [28].
There are 3 main critiques of this approach: 1) Like other
modernist, top-down, efficiency-based, techno-solutions to
the problem of sustainability that have already been
critiqued within HCI [11,61], eco-smart cities are subject to
particular types of breakdown, because they are unable to
deal with the complexities of real, messy cities [51]. 2)
Sustainability gets performed in a specific way that leaves
little room for political participation or citizen agency
[23,28,51]. 3) There are critiques over approaches to
sustainability that merge economic growth with green
objectives [46] inherent in smart cities narratives [28], as
economic growth is seen as the cause of environmental
degradation [50], and we should, therefore, be aiming
instead for “prosperous descent” [1].
One thing that both the socio-political and the
environmental critiques share is a human-centered
perspective of cities, in which urban space, separated from
nature, is designed, planned for, and used by human
inhabitants only. A human exceptionalist perspective is
increasingly seen as problematic within the social sciences
and humanities, due to the environmental destruction,
climate change, and loss of species that are implicated. In
these disciplines, there is a turn towards a more complex
understanding of the ways in which human-environmental
relations are enmeshed. Recent work in design has
embraced these alternative understandings to explore the
ways in which humans and other species are interrelated in
cities, and with technology [19,25,60]. We build on this
emerging work in design and HCI by using an expanded
ontology of cities with which to explore the right to the
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smart city and begin to address the socio-political and
environmental critiques levelled against their dominant
narratives. For, as Houston has argued, “any presumed
exclusive human ‘right to the city’ and the biosphere is
increasingly untenable” [40].
We situate our work within smart cities, civic IoT, and
sustainable HCI to make the following contributions: First,
we introduce Lefebvre’s notion of the “right to the city”,
and explore the ways in which designers are participating in
the radical struggle to reclaim urban space, both digital and
physical – or “hybrid” when taken together – from the
forces of capitalism and the state. Secondly, we draw on the
“more-than-human” literature from STS, the environmental
humanities and cultural and urban geography to propose a
productive lens to investigate the question of the right to the
smart city in multi-species worlds. We present a case study
that involved co-designing networked environmental
sensors, data visualisation, and a seed library for urban
agricultural communities as an example of a design
research project in this space. And finally, we present a
critical analysis of this study through different rights to the
smart city, reflecting on the role of design and HCI in
creating socially and environmentally just hybrid space in
which humans and non-human others co-produce, cohabit
and co-manage urban life-worlds.
RIGHT TO THE CITY

The “right to the city” formulation that French philosopher
Henri Lefebvre coined in 1968 [48], is a declaration of a
collective intention to struggle against homogenizing
planetary urbanization. It is a commitment to become active
and move towards the democratization of urban space, to
reappropriate the production of space from the dominant
hegemonic regimes, which in contemporary cities, is neoliberalism. Within neoliberalism, space is valued
predominantly for its exchange value, and private property
and profit is prioritised over all other rights and claims
[33,47,57]. Lefebvre gives the following example: “There
are two ways in which urban space tends to be sliced up,
degraded and eventually destroyed by this contradictory
process: the proliferation of fast roads and of places to park
and garage cars, and their corollary, a reduction of treelined streets, green spaces, and parks and gardens. The
contradiction lies, then, in the clash between a consumption
of space which produces surplus value and one which
produces only enjoyment – and is therefore ‘unproductive’.
It is a clash, in other words, between capitalist ‘utilizers’
and community ‘users’ [47]
For Lefebvre, rights are not codified protections guaranteed
by the state, achievements that come at the end of a struggle
like the US Civil Rights Act of 1964 [57]. Rather they come
at the beginning, and are political declarations of an
intention to struggle. Historically rooted in revolution and
in Marxism, “Rights are people voicing their commitment
to become active and to move together in a particular
direction, towards a particular horizon” [57].

Within the dominant existing neoliberal capitalist system,
the production of space is alienated, or made strange, from
the users, because it is not produced by them, but by others
for them. We are also alienated from others who share the
space. The right to the city can be articulated in terms of the
right to spatial autogestion, which refers to the radical
project of people refusing to passively accept the existing
system of spatial production, one of property rights on
which the capitalist economy exists. To counter this
alienation people must reappropriate the production of
space, take control of it and govern it for themselves [57].
Top-down decision-making processes turn urban locations
into abstract spaces, where people are also alienated from
each other. Spatial autogestion returns those spaces back
into specific places. “Spatial autogestion reverses the
separation and segregation of inhabitants; it draws them
together into common spaces where they would encounter
each other and engage in meaningful discussions about the
city and its future.”[57]
The acts of spatial autogestion are happening continuously
in our cities: people and social movements everywhere, in
all manner of ways, are engaged in active struggle to
reshape the city and overcome isolations, resisting the
efforts of developers, and the state to create homogenising
urban space for capitalist and state benefit [33]. Lefebvre
(according to [57]) says that if we want to participate in the
right to the city, then we must identify the sites of struggle,
learn to see them, narrate them, and help them proliferate.
Rather than focus on the structures of power, it is more
productive to spend our energy cultivating the world we
want to live in by participating, narrating and sharing it.
Right to the Smart City

With the proliferation of networked sensing and digital
infrastructures into urban life, questions over rights to the
city are now being raised in relation to the smart city
[2,5,19,26]. There are concerns that the algorithms that
drive these technologies, and the data produced will be
steered towards increasing profits of huge companies, rather
than towards increasing civic participation. “Unlike the
physical urban space that it overlays, this new and rapidly
emerging “virtual” space has practically no capacity
constraints. However, it is subject to inequalities in terms of
access, representation, participation, and ownership. Indeed,
today it is mostly large corporations like Google, Facebook
and Twitter that control the digital social interactions at a
global scale…the complete lack of ownership and control
of these platforms on the users’ behalf poses significant
threats related to privacy, surveillance, censorship, and
manipulation, which should not be underestimated” [2].
There are concerns over urban citizenship “reduced to a
series of actions focused on monitoring and managing data,
when that data managed by corporate and state actors” [28],
as well as the creep of “algorithmic culture into
government, civics, and our public lives” [19].
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As [2] has argued, “These concerns raise the issue of the
citizens’ right to the digital city, and if both the physical
and virtual are considered together, the “right to the hybrid
city.” Furthermore, “there is a gap today between those that
fight for our rights to the city with those that fight for our
rights to ICTs, despite the fact that in the times of the smart
city, these two objectives are more and more interwoven”
(ibid). This interweaving is exemplified in Apple’s new
“town squares”, where communities are encouraged to form
around Apple’s products in hybrid space [14].
The struggle for the production of hybrid space is of interest
to HCI, in its concerns over control, participation,
representation, ownership, access, surveillance, and privacy
as well as attempts by civic-minded technology efforts to
appropriate the production of that space from corporate and
state interests. For example, [5] explored how citizens from
disadvantaged backgrounds can “participate in the
collection, sharing and use of data to tackle issues of their
own concern”, for example through participatory sensing.
[2,5,27] advocate for a digital commons, in which city
infrastructure, services, and data – such as urban sensing, or
local DIY WiFi networks, are “appropriated at the
grassroots level and for the common good” [5], and help
empower citizens to claim their rights to privacy, freedom
of expression, diversity, and self-determination [2]. Internet
of things technologies is used for civic media and as a way
to address “matters of concern and care.” In [19] While [64]
are helping citizens gain the knowledge and skills to make
use of, or to make sense of data, thereby overcoming
barriers of access and participation.
Documented in this literature, then, are examples of digital
spatial autogestion, in which citizens are appropriating the
means of production of the smart city for themselves,
thereby countering the alienation caused by spatial practices
that regulate it for the benefit of corporations or the state.
Rather than passively accepting or consuming the existing
system of spatial production in the smart city, people are
taking up the challenge of understanding and mastering that
production for themselves.
This right to the hybrid smart city has been otherwise
described as smart citizenship, in which smart citizens resist
technocratic determinism of the smart city through bottomup, community-driven, low-cost, and local innovative
efforts such as “open access and user-centered systems in
which the smart use of information can increase
transparency,
accountability,
participation,
and
collaboration” [13].
Community groups are also addressing sustainability within
the smart city, but rather than focusing on efficiency, such
efforts take into account a bottom-up environmental
citizenship and agency [51] which go beyond merely acting
as a node in a cybernetic city [28] for example through
pollution monitoring [5], citizen sensing of nature [19],
cycling [3]. These examples add to the ways in which
designers are participating in the struggle for the

democratisation of digital space by supporting citizen-led
infrastructuring, civic IoT, data access and literacy, and
commoning, by facilitating between communities and smart
technologies in relation to matters of concern, and by
documenting and narrating these sites of struggle in the
design and HCI literature, therefore helping them to
proliferate.
MORE-THAN-HUMAN CITIES

We now come to a discussion of the “more-than-human”
literature from cultural and urban geography, science and
technology studies, and environmental humanities, to show
how it could be productively used within smart cities
discourses and visions. We draw on very recent work in
both design and HCI that has started to touch on these
themes, in response to environmental concerns.
Ontological Exceptionalism of Humanism in Cities

Cities are often understood as separate from nature, and are
primarily planned and built for human inhabitants [40,60].
This is because we typically understand the ‘urban’ in a
human exceptionalist way. Human exceptionalism is
similar to urban exceptionalism and stems from traditions
within Western knowledge to think in hyper-separated
categories, or dualisms: e.g., human/non-human;
nature/culture; mind/body; city/nature etc.). Within human
exceptionalism the human is a separate, autonomous
individual, superior to the non-human, living in a sovereign
body whose actions do not have ecological consequences
[54]. Cities may have been built out of natural materials but
they are now “elevated to places of progressive human and
technological mastery” [40]. Within this way of thinking,
“human relations are not only distinct from nature, but are
effectively independent of the web of life” [50]. This kind
of thinking allows us to see other species as resources to be
exploited, or as a nuisance to be eliminated, for the higher
human needs.
Within the social sciences and humanities, in fields such as
STS, geography, and now the environmental humanities, a
common thread that runs through this literature is that
human exceptionalism and other kinds of dualistic thinking
such as Nature/Society no longer serve us in the age of the
Anthropocene. This term refers to a proposed new
geological era in which human activity is transforming
earth systems [40], accelerating climate change and causing
mass extinctions [50]. Within a Human/Nature binary, the
“living, multi-species connections of humanity-in-nature”
(ibid) are converted into dead abstractions that “connect to
each other as cascades of consequences rather than
constitutive relations” (ibid). Within cities, human
exceptionalism has resulted in “asymmetric ‘negotiations’
between human planners and nonhuman others”, which
have contributed to environmental destruction [40].
Preferring the term Capitolocene to acknowledge the role of
capital in the current age of environmental destruction,
Moore argues that the Nature/Society dualism obscure “our
vistas of power, production and profit…. It prevents us
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from seeing the accumulation of capital as a powerful web
of interspecies dependencies; it prevents us from seeing
how those interdependencies are not only shaped by capital,
but also shape it; and it prevents us from seeing how the
terms of that producer/product relation change over time.”
For these reasons it is difficult for us to see how, and adapt
to, the ways in which “capitalogenic climate change is
undermining crucial relations of capitalism’s Cheap Food
regime in the twenty-first century – Cheap Nature
increasingly confronts forms of nature that cannot be
controlled by capitalist technology or rationality [50].
“Capitalism’s governing conceit is that it may do with
Nature as it pleases, that Nature is external and may be
fragmented, quantified and rationalized to serve economic
growth, social development or some other higher good.
This is capitalism as a project.” (ibid), but this results in
environmental destruction. For example, soil around the
world is being degraded due to intensive farming that
capitalises on short term profits over long-term
sustainability [63]. Within the Capitalocene, the same
system that causes social injustice results in environmental
destruction, because people and natural resources are
exploited for capital.
Multi-Species Entanglements

Within this literature, the Anthropocene is a cause for
rethinking binaries such as Human/Nature, a step towards
asking questions about the inseparability of humans and
nature [25,32,60], and as a call for expanding our
understanding of the entanglements between human and
nonhuman worlds. This type of thinking is not new in HCI.
For example, drawing on STS, HCI has often understood
the world to be made of up “hybrids, assemblages, and
collectives that are composed of human and nonhumans
that act and organize together, sharing the delegation of
power and agency as understood by actor-network theory”
[40] and object oriented ontology [8,43] and
nonanthropocentric design [22,59]. Within design and HCI
too, there are those who advocate for design to conceive of
humans and animals in a relational perspective, as a way to
overcome problematic narratives of human privilege and
exceptionalism. [25,60,62].
A perspective in which we understand the imbricated nature
of humans and nature, humans and non-humans, and cities
and nature, can have important implications for how we
think about environmentally sustainable cities. For we are,
in fact, “only one species among many inhabiting diverse
urban worlds” [12], And despite these cultural narratives,
“city dwellers are deeply entangled with natural elements,
including plant life, animals, dirt, water” [60]. We must,
therefore, rethink human-environment relationships in
terms of the complex biophysical worlds that we inhabit
[17]. Houston argues that those involved in the planning
and building of urban space – which includes HCI
researchers and designers working in the smart city space –
must consider human/non-human and human/environmental
relations if we want to create environmentally and socially

just cities “in a time of global environmental uncertainty
and change” [40].
In the remainder of this paper we present a design research
case study through which we explore the concerns and
lenses discussed above.
CASE STUDY: CONNECTED SEEDS AND SENSORS

Connected Seeds and Sensors is a design research project
that sought to better understand how IoT can support urban
sustainability, particularly in the context of food production
and consumption in the smart city. It explored co-designing
digital and networked technologies and the development of
an interactive artefact, the Connected Seeds Library, with
urban agricultural communities in east London. The
research aimed to expand the design space of sustainable
smart cities beyond managerial, utilitarian and efficiencybased narratives by incorporating playful interactions,
personal stories, and co-creation with urban farmers. The
research proposal was developed together with Anon City
Farm, with which we have a long-standing collaboration,
described in [34,35,37,38]. The seed library artefact
illustrates our community engagement and design research
process, now lives permanently at the farm, and serves as a
resource to local communities.
Anon City Farm

Our case study of sustainable smart city design was
developed together with our project partner, Spitalfields
City Farm in east London. Like many community gardens
in the UK, Anon City Farm started in the 1970s by a group
of local people who occupied vacant land to grow fresh
food. Food is grown all-year round in rotation, with seeds
being planted to replace the food that will soon be finished.
It has a diverse base of volunteers and visitors in terms of
age, ability, socio-economic background and ethnicity.
Through its community gardens, volunteer opportunities, its
various educational programmes and fresh produce sales,
the farm encourages local communities to grow and
consume healthy fresh food.
As discussed in [36–38], and like the other gardens in east
London that were involved in the project, Anon Farm
places a high value on inclusivity, education and health and
well-being of people and the Earth. Its environmental work
not only includes food-growing and healthy eating
activities, but also involves capacity building by
strengthening knowledge and skills within nearby
communities, and an integrative approach to the
management of food production and waste cycles.
The farm and the other urban agricultural sites we engaged
are located in the east London boroughs of Tower Hamlets,
Hackney and Walthamstowe, which are some of the most
deprived economically in the UK. Tower Hamlets in
particular, where the farm is located, has been characterised
by high population density, large-scale immigration, ethnic
diversity, and poverty and huge divides between rich and
poor. At the same time, Tower Hamlets also contains
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Canary Wharf, one of London’s two main financial centres
and home to some of the world’s largest banks. It has
proportionally more people earning above £90,000 and
more earning less £15,000 than the London average, and
the gap between the two extremes is growing [68]. The
farm supports Somalian, Zimbabwean, Bengali and Turkish
community gardening groups, as well as school kids, people
suffering from post- traumatic stress and mental health
service users. There are high levels of racial segregation in
the Borough with around 50% of secondary schools being
entirely non-white. It has the highest number of school
pupils in England whose first language is not English
(74%)[67], and it has the highest rate of child poverty
across the UK [69]. It suffers from a range of food-related
illnesses, for example, adults in the borough are more likely
to have diabetes compared to the rest of London and
England and one of the highest childhood obesity levels in
the country. As Bagwell [4] has argued, food security is a
concern in urban centres, particularly in deprived
neighbourhoods with large ethnic minority populations
because access to affordable healthy food may be
compounded by cultural or religious dietary requirements.
In Tower Hamlets, 76% of households are within a 10minute walk of a supermarket, but 97% are within a 10minute walk of a fast food outlet [15].

The research team were interested in exploring networked
environmental sensors, typically used to optimize food
production through resource management, pest control, and
waste reduction in precision agriculture, within the context
of small-scale urban farming. Through a participatory
design methodology, we wanted to include more diverse
voices into the debate about what sustainability means in
the smart city, and how such understandings can influence
the design space. By focusing on seed-saving and urban
agriculture we sought to better understand the interrelations
between the environment, health and wellbeing, economics,
politics, and the social elements that impact on
sustainability.

It is against this background of ethnic diversity, economic
deprivation, ill-health and marginalization that we
recognised an opportunity to leverage local understandings
of sustainability to explore what sustainable smart cities
could be when we employ more democratic and inclusive
ways of doing design. What would it mean to design a
sustainable smart city intervention grounded in the values
and practices of such communities?

Workshops

From Talking Plants to Connected Seeds

Connected Seeds and Sensors was an 18-month project that
took place between October 2015 and March 2017, funded
through the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council’s Internet of Things – Research in the
Wild stream. The proposal was developed collaboratively
with Anon City Farm, and researchers at Queen Mary
University of London, and grew out of the Talking Plants
[38], a ludic engagement with living edible plants, that
contributed to the educational and community engagement
work of the farm. Through this work we identified
opportunities for internet of things technologies to support
the practices of food-growing and seed-saving in east
London, which is particularly rich due to the ethnic
diversity of the region. The Connected Seeds Library was
designed to collect and share this knowledge, connect
people to their heritage through food, and to make available
locally-grown seeds that have adapted to local climates, and
which may be of unusual or heritage varieties that are not
available in commercial catalogues. It was designed as an
engaging, interactive and playful artefact, that does not
require any particular technical skill, or ownership of
smartphone or computer.

We were interested in seeds as a vehicle to explore the role
of IoT in sustainable cities and in particular regarding the
complexities of seed-sovereignty (referring to the control of
seed production and supply), biodiversity, communitybased agriculture and the city. These concerns were
pressing when we developed the proposal due to proposals
to change EU law that would make it mandatory to register
seed (at substantial cost), which campaigners claimed
would be disastrous to biodiversity, farmers’ rights, and
play into the hands of big business such as Monsanto [66] .
What We Did

We started with a series of workshops with growers in east
London, aimed to better understand the needs, practices and
values of small-scale and community urban growers and
seed-savers. From the data generated in these workshops
we began to form what we called “data categories” which
related to the information our growers would find
interesting or useful to know about seeds. This included
practical advice such as when to plant seeds, but also
cultural and personal associations and recipes.
Engaging seed guardians

From February-October 2016 we recruited and engaged 20
seed guardians who committed to grow 1-2 crops for seed,
and to donate some of those seeds to the library at the end
of the season. They also agreed to take photos of their
gardens, plants, harvests and meals cooked. We recorded
audio interviews with them at the start of the season, and
again at the end, which were structured around the different
qualitative data categories that we had elicited in the
workshop phase. Of the twenty that initially signed up to
the project, fourteen remained engaged till the end. Seed
guardians were culturally diverse, with origins from
Bangladesh, the Caribbean, Turkey, Zimbabwe, France,
Belgium, Britain, Australia, China, and Ireland). They had
differing levels of gardening experience from complete
beginner, to professionally qualified. Four of the gardeners
were growing their plants at Anon Farm on different
communally-managed plots and raised beds; one was
growing on a separate community garden; six were growing
on public land on two housing estates; and three were
growing in their private gardens. Of those who began, but
5

then left the project without donating any seeds, two were
on a “meanwhile garden”, a community garden on land
temporarily allocated by developers until they were ready to
build, and another had a rooftop garden. Crops grown for
seed included: kodu, lablab beans, Zimbabwean pumpkin,
Zimbabwean maize, calaloo, orach, summer purslane,
chickpeas, pak choi, Thai basil, runner beans, achocha,
black mustard, chili, tomato, winter squash, red Russian
kale, coriander and long beans.
We organised community events throughout the growing
season, including seed-swaps, seed-saving workshops,
garden visits and design sessions. The aim of these
activities was to support a community of practice, where
seed guardians could share skills and knowledge, maintain
motivation, and participate in design decisions about the
Connected Seeds Library. Additional engagement was
through a documentary film, a book, an exhibition, and a
day of festive events.

The Connected Seeds Library

The Connected Seeds Library is the design artefact that was
produced with the help of a professional artist called Franc
Purg. The library contains seeds donated by the Seed
Guardians, as well as the digital records (audio and
photographs) connected to those seeds. Visitors to the
library can select a jar of seeds and place it on a designated
pad in order to start a slideshow of images connected to that
seed. They can turn a wheel to play audio tracks of the Seed
Guardian talking about their experiences of growing. There
are ten different categories on the wheel for the audio: Who
I am; Why I grow my own food; Why I save my own seeds;
Connections to my heritage; How I feel when I’m working
in the garden; Where these seeds came from; How I grow
them; Tips and tricks for growing these seeds; Recipes;
How to save seeds. These headings we established from the
workshops. The audio comes from the interviews, which
were edited into 1-2-minute-long tracks.

Sensors

Figure 1. Screen grab of data visualization

At the same time, we installed custom-built networked
environmental sensors in eight of the gardens. These
collected information about air temperature, air humidity,
air pressure, soil moisture, soil temperature, and ambient
light. The system was built by an engineer in the research
team, who used an Arduino board, with high precision
sensors embedded in a purpose-built packaging in order to
protect the sensors, the battery pack, and the board from
potential rain or moisture in the environment. A reading
was taken from the sensors every hour, and, in order to save
on battery life, sent once a day to a web server over a 3G
network, as WiFi was not available in the gardens. We
collected data for 2 months.
At the end of the growing season we hired a data
visualisation company to present the data collected in an
interactive webpage. In addition to the quantifiable data
produced from the sensors – represented by a graphical
animation across a timeline – photographic images pop up
and audio clips from the Seed Guardians begin to play as
the timeline progresses [70].

Figure 2. Engaging with the Connected Seeds Library

People are invited to join the library for free, take some
seeds to grow at home, and bring some back at the end of

the season to maintain the living stock.
Figure 3. The Connected Seeds Library

The interactive elements include a Raspberry Pi and screen,
an RFID reader, an Arduino microcontroller, a battery, and
a speaker. The seed jars are tagged with RFID tags. The
library also contains seed packets with QR codes and web
links to the project website (connectedseeds.org), and
specifically to the page about those specific seeds grown by
that guardian.
The Connected Seed Library continues to be used as a
community resource at its permanent home at Anon Farm.
6

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss what it means to talk of design
for the right to the hybrid smart city through an expanded
more-than-human perspective, as articulated through the
following: the right to difference; the right to care time; and
the right to the commons.
The Right to Difference

For Lefebvre, capitalism turns the city into homogenous,
abstract space that denies differences. In this way, it
segregates urban inhabitants and alienates them from each
other in an effort to produce passive consumers instead of
active citizens. Likewise, neoliberalism turns the smart city
into abstract space through global and non-specific internet
infrastructures [2], which alienates citizens into passive
consumers, or reduces them to passive nodes in a cybernetic
system [28]. Design often perpetuates the visions of
sustainable smart cities as full of “Resource Men”, white,
middle-class technofetishists, “cast in the image of the
male-dominated industries of engineering and economics
that permeate energy management” [61] and who dream
them into being. Within these visions, if there are any
people at all, they are alienated from the production of
space, from nature, from each other, and from the
production of food. Communities of colour are often
marginalised, so the right to the city is enmeshed in the
struggles against marginalization [57]. The multi-ethnic
neighourboods that the Connected Seeds Library serves are
impacted by increasing land prices as well as food deserts
and food-related health conditions. Within City/Nature
divides, this marginalisation extends to other species, who
may be seen as pests to be exterminated, or as non-existent
[30,50].
The practices of spatial autogestion reverse the process of
alienation by creating “sites of encounter” [57] with
difference, with “other” people and other species. By
drawing people together into common spaces, urban
agricultural sites provide places to break down social
segregation, overcome racism and other kinds of
exceptionalism that are on the rise in the UK and elsewhere,
and thereby help contribute to social cohesion. They
dismantle narratives of human exceptionalism and urban
exceptionalism, based on binaries such as City/Nature and
Human/Non-Human by bringing different diverse peoples
and species together literally and figuratively in hot
steaming compost piles [32], where they can interact, play,
share experiences, and practice multispecies care. In this
way, the cultivation of urban land is one example of the
ways in which everyday practices of urban inhabitants enact
the struggle for the right to the city.
The Connected Seeds Library uses smart city technologies
of IoT, networked sensing, and data visualisation to
augment, amplify, narrate and celebrate the ways in which
diverse people and species are brought together in urban
agricultural sites. Interacting with the seed library tells the
following story of diversity: “We really love to come here

and meet other people from our home. And other people
from other places. We introduce them to our crops and we
see their crops here. Some are similar to our crops but not
the same.” (Basilia). It tells of mutual caring and sharing: “I
keep the seeds and I keep plants living their whole life for
the animal biodiversity so there's insects coming in and the
birds eat the seeds. So, there's enough for everyone” (Kate).
And it tells of reversing alienation from others in urban
space: “When I came to this country it was very difficult for
me. All the neighbours spoke English, just me, Bengali. I
was scared and thought how can I go outside and meet
people and talk to them? After twenty years I started
gardening. Now I'm not scared of anything. Gardening
changed my life” (Anwara). The seed library participates in
autogestion by narrating and supporting the spatial practice
of gardening that bring diverse people, species and cultures
together in the web of life.
There may be competing needs in the right to the city,
which may need to be negotiated. For example, different
community groups may compete for space to grow produce
from their different cultural backgrounds and places of
origin. At the same time, different species may compete for
life and death [32]. Weeds, slugs and snails are done away
with, as are other “awkward creatures” [30]; while
ladybirds are encouraged because they control aphids, bees
and hoverflies are encouraged because they support
pollination. The seed library acknowledges this negotiation
and killing [10], and narrates this complexity, without
seeking a quick fix: “The biggest thing that’s going to
impact on the slugs and snails is things like the blackbirds
and the thrushes, so make sure you’ve got lots of shrubbery,
and keep a pond for frogs. It’s not like an immediate cure,
but it’s a sustainable long-term cure, and it makes life a lot
easier to correct that imbalance in the biodiversity, rather
than intervening too much” (Richard). By narrating these
stories, the seed library requires of us to consider complex
interspecies entanglements in the production of space. It
teaches us to stay with the trouble, as Haraway urges us, not
reverting to visions of technofixes embodied in top-down
sustainable smart cities narratives, nor succumbing to
fatalism [32]. As the seed guardian explains: “Gardening
is… a process. It's about life. It's about growth and death
and decay, which is all together” (Ahmet). “Eschewing
futurism, staying with the trouble is both more serious and
more lively. Staying with the trouble requires making
oddkin; that is, we require each other in unexpected
collaborations and combinations, in hot compost piles. We
become-with each other or not at all. That kind of material
semiotics is always situated, someplace and not noplace,
entangled and worldly”[32].
The Right to Care Time (in Care Space)

Top-down visions of sustainable smart cities that aim for
efficiency and optimisation perform a distinct version of
sustainability that is removed from environmental
citizenship, and that merge “green” objectives with
economic growth, an idea that is inherently contradictory in
7

the Capitolocene, which sees capitalism as the cause of the
environmental crises [50].
The Anthropocene asks of us to consider different time
scales in designing the right to the smart city, for example,
“care time” suggested by Maria de la Bellacasa [55]. The
Connected Seeds Library engages with care time as
rhythmical, and asks us to consider the growth of plants and
seed in relation to the seasons of the year, e.g. when to
plant, when to replant outside, when to harvest, when to
save seeds. It demonstrates how city time and city labour
can be recuperated from capitalism through the telling of
stories from seed guardians, for example about the mental
health benefits of gardening: “It gives headspace.
Especially in an urban environment where there is very
little space for people. And time. It is all about space and
time to think” (Debbie). Through the slow process of
gardening, the gardeners enact the right to the city, as a
right to “change ourselves by changing the city more after
our heart’s desire” (Harvey). Design must be careful not to
do away with practices of care time, for example by
automating gardening practices or compromising
opportunities for face to face interactions as argued
previously in [7,37,52].
Dominant narratives of the Capitalocene such as Cheap
Nature and Cheap Food [50], have intensified the rhythms
of agricultural production and perceive soil as a “receptacle
for crops” [55], resulting in 1.3 billion people “trapped on
degrading agricultural land” [24]. Rather than putting a
networked sensor in the soil to extract data for increased
productivity and efficiency, the project engages with soil
“as a living community” (ibid). The soil sensor data taken
together with the human stories tell of mutually caring
human-soil relations that progress over care time. For
example, one guardian, used the sensor data to validate his
climate-adaptive gardening practices that involved
mulching the soil to support a moist and fertile
environment, without the accessing mains water. In another
example, a seed guardian who is a counsellor working with
immigrant communities who have endured torture, tells of
the psychological benefit of caring for the soil: “Being
active, doing things outside, working in the soil, with soil,
these things can change moods easily.” (Ahmet). The idea
that engagement with the microbes in soil is good for
mental health is scientifically supported. Slowing down
allows for practices of mutual interspecies care to flourish,
and counters the narratives of the Capitolocene.
The seed library also deals with the timescales of memory,
in which knowledge, tradition, and cultural practices of
growing and preparing food, and saving seeds, are passed
down through the generations. Seed Guardians speak of
how they’ve turned the clock back to slower, less
“efficient” practices from their parents’ generations because
they recognise that supporting biodiversity, seed-saving,
and practices that nourish the soil should be valued in the
long term. “Modern agriculture came in and slightly

devastated all traditional farming methods. The concept of
saving seed went out the window. I've gone back to more
organic production and traditional farming and gardening
methods, which is the kind of the difference between me
and my parents' generation. In the 70's and on they were
like "Get out the old, don't need it anymore." And now I'm
putting it all back.” (Kate). We suggest that the visions of
the smart city based on the “predominant timescales of
technoscientific futurity and their reductive notion of
innovation” [55] are no longer viable with the pace required
by ecological multi-species care.
The Right to the Commons

Capitalism values urban resources such as space for is
exchange value, rather than its use value, privileging
“capitalist utilizers” over “community users” [47]. Urban
agriculture prioritises the collective needs of inhabitants
(human and otherwise) over individual property rights, and
urban resources such as seeds, soil, worms, flowers,
compost and tools, are kept in the commons. The commons
refers to “commonly held property, use, stewardship and
management of the available and produced resources” [2]
by a community. As hybrid digital-physical space becomes
increasingly important for the lives of city dwellers, having
impact on both social inclusion and the natural
environment, there are increasingly strong demands for the
digital resources such as data, networks, location based
services, sensors and other devices to be appropriated for
the urban digital commons [27]. Citizens should make
collective decisions how to management that infrastructure
and the rights of all inhabitants to participate in the
governance of the smart city must be considered not just a
private elite (ibid).
HCI is working for the right to the city commons. For
example, Balestrini et al. (2016) have developed a city
commons framework for designers to support “citizens,
especially those from disadvantaged communities, [to]
participate in the collection, sharing and use of data to
tackle issues of their own concern, including noise
pollution, housing conditions, or social isolation” [5]. In
order to be able to participate in the urban digital commons,
citizens will need the technical skills and data literacy in
order to negotiate data ownership and governance (ibid),
which is currently recognised as a barrier to participation
[65]. While [19] have been exploring how digital sensing
technologies may contribute to commoning, through shared
activities and knowledge.
What does the digital urban commons mean within “morethan-human” worlds? Seeds and growers are connected in
their struggle for seed sovereignty, which refers to the
ownership and control of seed, which is under threat by
large agribusinesses who want to control seed [41]. The
seed library participates in the struggle for the urban
commons by keeping the seeds in the urban commons,
available for free as a community resource. Furthermore,
these seeds have been locally grown, and many are of
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unusual or heritage varieties that are not available in seed
catalogues, and in this way, contribute to seed diversity in
light of the dwindling number of seed varieties available in
commercial seed catalogues. Seed guardians talk of the role
that the seed library plays in seed sovereignty: “Over the
years lots of seed varieties and heirloom seeds have been
lost in favour of commercially grown crops. So, for me seed
sovereignty is about taking the control back and being able
to collect our own seeds and being able to carry on doing
practices that farmers have been doing for a long time all
over the world” (Nat) “You know, seeds, food, water, the
air that we breath, they're all basic human rights, and I think
business needs to back off… [The seed library] is just that
nudge. Why do we get sucked into that whole
commercialism, you get the glossy seed catalogue and
January, February time you're poring over it and planning,
and we should just be sharing what we've grown.”?
(Debbie).
Rather than seeing seed as a commodity whose value is
produced through exchange, the seed library gives each
seed the ability to participate in the urban commons. It has
unique and important role, and a story to tell in the web of
life, one that is entangled with the stories of life, death,
culture, migration, land, climate, power and politics. The
seed library collects these seeds and the stories of the seeds
and demonstrates the ways in which we are all interrelated
and interdependent. By providing a home for those seeds,
making them available as a free resource to other people,
along with stories of their growers and the environmental
conditions under which they were grown, the seed library
participates in the production of hybrid space, and wrests
back control and management of the vested interests of
capital, and also from state and corporate interests who
want to control the land for private property. The seed
library tells the story of the seed, and tells of the importance
of the seed, and of the importance of seed sovereignty. At
the same time, practical and cultural knowledge of growing
and preparing those seeds becomes part of the urban
commons. By sharing the seeds and the stories about those
seeds the seed library is helping to maintain the urban
commons through seed sovereignty.
The rights of property and profit are individual rights, while
the right to the city and the urban commons is a collective
right. Harvey [33] asks us to consider what sort of city we
want to live in, and in asking this question, we are actually
asking “what kind of people we want to be, what kinds of
social relations we seek, what relations to nature we
cherish, what style of daily life we desire, what kinds of
technologies we deem appropriate” (ibid). By bringing
people together in urban agricultural sites, and growing a
network of people who can share seeds and knowledge of
growing in the city, the seed library amplifies the spatial
autogestion beyond the individual human, plant, or garden.
Through the skill-sharing, seed-swapping activities that
were part of the project and continue to this day, the seed
library contributes to community building, bringing people

together to encounter difference, gain inspiration and
discuss how they could productively manage urban space.
We envisage that this collective ownership of the commons
could be strengthen further through a hybrid
digital/physical network of seed libraries that serve
different communities and locations, and in this way to
address scale [23], while at the same time being sensitive to
local socio-ecological contexts.
At the same time, ownership of the urban commons bears a
collective responsibility: “You can't just have a seed library
and then it be done. You've got to keep it running: so,
who’s going to grow this seed this year, so that we can have
fresh seed next year, and it's from this location. All of that
is really important” (Kate). Drawing attention to the
collective responsibility asks us to consider the
sustainability of Cheap Food and Cheap Nature in the age
of the Capitolocene [50], and the collective struggle [33] for
the right to the city: We should be “expanding the network
and making [the seed library] a place that everyone feels
they can go to. And also, food security, you know it's
getting hotter, [food is] more expensive already. We've all
got to work harder in our communities, about making food
growing and sharing of food more viable.” (Kate). Seed
guardians draw attention to the collective responsibility of
maintaining the urban commons, in the Anthropocene.
In addition, the project participates in the digital commons
by using open-source hardware and software, which is
available for others to download and use [45]. The seed
library counters the abstract digital spaces of smart cities
[2]. The technology used is not part of generic multinational infrastructure, but specific and locally owned,
generated and maintained and for the benefit of the multispecies communities. The data, both from the sensor data
and from the stories and images are available for all to see
on the project website.
However, there remain hard questions to answer about how
to make sensor data meaningful to communities, even if
they own it. Although there were some interesting
responses from the guardians, the sensor data was largely
opaque to both researchers and guardians. Typically it is
designers and other “experts” who decide how the
knowledge is generated and “who has the capacity to
contribute towards addressing climate change” [59]. It is
certainly not trivial to make ecological data accessible to
the general public, but examples from art [42,58,59]
suggest productive ways forward.
THE ROLE OF DESIGN

Rather than focus on the hegemonic structures of power, or
retreat into one or other of the twin illusions of technoprogress or fatalism [32], we urge designers to take up the
call to struggle for the right to the hybrid smart city in
more-than-human worlds. For, as Houston et. al. have
argued, “any presumed exclusive human ‘right to the city’
and the biosphere is increasingly untenable” [40]. Design
can play an important role in this struggle by identifying
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sites where spatial autogestion is already taking place,
strengthening and amplifying their work through design
practice, and narrating and sharing the process through
design research, thereby helping them grow and proliferate.
This asks of us to expand our thinking of the smart city in
terms of human exceptionalism and human-centered design,
for “socio-technical systems are the site of politics, values,
and ethics where cities are being made” [25].
As designers, we make choices about where we put our
time and energy. We could decide to invest our efforts in
designing smart cities infrastructure for cars, which
intensify the production of space in particular ways and for
particular bodies and interests (e.g. car manufacturers and
oil companies). A human exceptionalist lens would fail to
see the ways in which other people (e.g. non-drivers) and
other species are marginalized from this production of
space. Alternatively, we could choose to design for multispecies flourishing in care time. For example, one seed
guardian suggested a citywide infrastructure for networked
pollen monitoring, that would allow gardeners to
collectively coordinate the planting of pollinator-friendly
plants that account for seasonal timescales. “If there's a
particular month when there's really low pollen, we'd need
to think about things that flower at that time and try and fill
in the gaps, for bees and other pollinators” (Nat). This idea
could build on previous work in HCI on pollen sensing [21]
but expand the focus beyond human benefit.
Design is well placed to do this work, and is able to draw
on existing and well documented methodologies to assist in
this task. Speculative participatory design [6,25], ludic
participatory design [34], design fictions, speculative civics
[20], object oriented ontologies, and multi-species
ethnographies [53] to name just a few may be useful in
decentering the human in design to consider the roles and
perspectives of non-human others in smart cities. Design
can draw on theories from STS and the environmental
humanities to provide theoretical lenses through which to
understand the socio-political-ecological-technical-ethical
complexities and help focus endeavours. Design artefacts
can raise provocative questions, dilemmas and possibilities
for multi-species spatial practices to perform autogestion in
hybrid digital-physical space, and to demonstrate
productive collaborations in which humans and nonhuman
actors cohabit, co-produce, and co-manage the urban
commons, in ways that are respectful of difference and in
timescales that are more nourishing of our relations and our
Earth. For example, the right to difference in the smart city
through a more-than-human lens asks us to consider design
that may have little benefit to humans, none at all, or may
even be at the expense of humans, for example [16]. In
designing for care time, design can take inspiration from
other slow practices such as Slow Technology [31], Slow
Food, and Soil Time [56] that offer alternatives to
rationalistic and efficiency-led ways of being in, making,
and understanding the world.

CONCLUSION

Within HCI we are starting to see alternatives to the visions
of the top-down, managerial, efficiency-led smart city, in
which citizens participate, access, govern, and own the
digital commons. At the same time, we can see that HCI,
drawing on fields such as STS and the environmental
humanities is beginning to consider the Anthropocene as a
lens through which to respond to global environmental
concerns, including climate change, loss of biodiversity,
increasing food prices and pollution of air, water and land.
In this paper, we have built on this emerging work to
address the socio-political and environmental critiques
levelled against the dominant narratives and visions of
smart cities, by employing an expanded ontology of cities
in the critical analysis of the Connected Seeds design
research case study.
Most often, design is understood as disconnected from the
politics of consumption [23]. But as HCI starts to take the
Anthropocene seriously, as Light et al. [49] has argued
passionately it can no longer be business as usual. Design
and HCI cannot separate itself from politics even if it
wishes to, because they don’t exist in a political vacuum.
Design is informed by the cultural narratives we tell
ourselves – of natural resources being unlimited, of human
exceptionalism, of technological progress, of the
unstoppable nature of free market capitalism, and of the
incompatibility of nature and agriculture with urban space.
The current global economic, humanitarian, and
environmental crises demand a change in these cultural
narratives [11,18].
Focusing on sites of struggle for the right to the city, such
as urban agricultural communities, highlights the ways in
which we can begin to shift the conceptualisation of
sustainability within HCI from a discourse of sustainable
consumption [39] towards a collective, participatory and
holistic understanding that takes into account social and
environmental justice within multispecies contemporary
urban life. It allows us to expand the design space of smart
cities beyond human and urban exceptionalism, towards
seeing the environmental crisis as a communal problem that
requires communal action, where individuals can work
collectively in the city to ameliorate the destructive impact
of our current practices on the environment [9]. By working
with such sites, we can observe changes in cultural and
political narratives in action. We recognise that grassroots
urban agricultural communities, and other communities
where the struggle for the right to the city is ongoing, are
not separate from the capitalist system within which they
function, and therefore they still participate in it. But
because of their values, and the inclusive practices in care
time and space, which help strengthen the links between
collective action, participation and environmental
citizenship, they present a site where such shifts can begin
to occur. Design has an important role to play in supporting
and strengthening these shifts in the hybrid smart city.
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